
What are Doctors and Influencers 
Saying About EnviroKlenz? 

“After searching for a unit to meet these specifications, I recently tried EnviroKlenz’s 
Mobile Air Purifier System. This air purifier is designed specifically for those who are 
very sensitive, with multiple chemical sensitivities, allergies, and other health issues, 
making it a good solution for those who truly want to clean up their air.
I have had great results with these products as well and tolerate them even with 
my extensive allergies and sensitivities. I hope to share more about this technology 
and these non-toxic options in upcoming blog posts!” Dr. Jennifer Weinberg

MD, MPH, MBE

Wendy Myers 
FDN-P, NC, CHHC

“I absolutely LOVE my Enviroklenz air purifier. I live in Los Angeles with very poor 
air quality. In my home I now have peace of mind that my indoor air quality is 
safe. I relish coming home after breathing in toxic air when I’m out. Detox is the 
top priority in my home and my air purifier helps me to meet my health goals by 
preventing toxins from entering my body via the air.---- Thank you Enviroklenz!”

“I have conducted an independent review of the materials used to make 
EnviroKlenz products, and found them to meet my standards to be considered 
toxic free. Not only are the products themselves toxic free, they can make your 
home more toxic free as well.”

Debra Lynn Dadd
Consumer Advocate

Deb Post
Wellbridges, Inc.

“I absolutely LOVE my Enviroklenz air purifier. I live in Los Angeles with very poor 
air quality. In my home I now have peace of mind that my indoor air quality is 
safe. I relish coming home after breathing in toxic air when I’m out. Detox is the 
top priority in my home and my air purifier helps me to meet my health goals by 
preventing toxins from entering my body via the air.---- Thank you Enviroklenz!”

Marisa Zeppieri
Lupus Chick

“The best air purifier for lessening autoimmune symptoms is a unit that not only 
removes the larger particulates from the air with a HEPA filter, but one that 
also removes any chemical and toxic substances that might be floating in the 
environment as well. I’ve tried a few different purifier over the years, but the unit I 
am loving is my EnviroKlenz Mobile Air System.”


